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university of kentucky, entomology department until fairly recently, most people (and even pest control
professionals) had never seen a bed bug. bed bug infestations actually used to be very com-mon in the united
states before world war ii. but with improvements in hygiene, and especially the by michael f. potter,
professor & urban entomologist - bed bugs by michael f. potter, professor & urban entomologist most
householders of this generation have never seen a bed bug. until recently, they also were a rarity among pest
control professionals. bed bug infestations were common in the united states before world war ii. but with
improvements in hygiene, and especially the widespread sowbugs and pillbugs - entomology - sowbugs
and pillbugs michael f. potter, extension entomologist sowbugs and pillbugs are similar-looking pests which are
more closely akin to shrimp and crayfish than to ins ec ts. they ar e the o nly c rus tace ans that have adap ted
to living their entire life on land. sowbugs and pillbugs live in moist environments outdoors but occasionally ...
the history of bed bug management— - bed bugs have made a comeback throughout the world (boase
2001, doggett et al. 2004, potter 2005). in the united states, pest management firms in some cities are
receiving dozens of requests for bed bug service per day, and the chal-lenges of eradication have been likened
to a proverbial “perfect storm” (potter 2006). bed bugs - how the latest research in affordable housing
... - bed bugs - how the latest research in affordable housing will help residents and save money changlu
wang, richard cooper department of entomology volume xxxiv, number 7/8, (published january 2015)
new ipm ... - bugs. the bugs spread throughout a structure, but they did not walk outside and infest the house
next in this issue bed bugs ipm 1 calendar 9 bed bugs and ebola 10 conference notes 12 volume xxxiv,
number 7/8, (published january 2015) new ipm methods for bed bugs drawing by deborah green bed bug mgk - an infestation, bed bugs tend to be located in very close association to beds and/or upholstered
furniture. as populations increase in age and size, however, the likelihood of finding bed bugs in unpredictable
areas away from the host-feeding sites also increases. when disturbed, they give off a distinctive “musty
sweet” odor bed bugs - georgia department of public health - making a comeback worldwide. bed bugs
can be found in the cleanest of homes, hotels, and other buildings. where bed bugs hide dark spots of bed bug
excrement on a mattress. bed bugs hidden beside a recessed screw under a nightstand. (m. potter, univ. of
kentucky) (m. potter, univ. of kentucky) bed bugs can be found almost anywhere in the hotel ... bed bug
training for housecleaning staff - wakegov - agency to inspect their home for bed bugs and let the
cleaning agency know of the results of the inspection. pictures courtesy of m. potter and l. mccoy bed bug
training for housecleaning staff look for signs of bed bugs when cleaning: bed bugs are good at hiding. you will
need to pay special attention when cleaning: final report evaluations of monitors for the bed bug ... (usinger 1966, potter 2011). as people moved from caves into villages and cities, it was an easy transition for
bed bugs to establish themselves in their new human surroundings (potter 2011). through the millennia,
historical accounts of infestations were reported, irrespective of class strata or economic condition (potter
2011).
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